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ABSTRACT

A combination of field and laborator\ ec.terimcnts are in(le inI order to c\paind tiu

knowIledge of naturally occurring oscillator\ boundary lvers. Chapter I dce,,cribes field

observations of the development ot ýa,\c driven boundary layers at the tuit s,,cdimcnt

interface. Under the crest of the wave, this developim-l can be idealized as an

identifiable sequence of three parts,. The latter parts of this development are ne~ er

observed to occur under the trough of the wave despite similaritie, In ý\a\c orbital

velocity and acceleration. It is proposed that wave induced boundary ventilation, the

oscillatory flow through the surface of a permeable bed. may be responsible for thi,

apparent developmental asymmetry,

In chapter 1I, a laboratory study is presented of \entilated oscillator\ houndary

layers. These are boundary layers arising from a flow% which oscillates parallel to a

permeable bed which is subject to oscillating percolation of the ,,ame frequency as the bed

parallel flow. Measurements of boundary layer velocities, bed stress and turbulent flo,,

properties are presented. It is observed that suction oflwv into the bed) enhances the near

bed velocities and bed stress Nhile injection (flow out of the bed) leads to a reduction II

these quantities. As the ventilated oscillatory boundary layer experiences both these

phenomena in one full cycle, the result is a net stress and a net boundary layer \elocity

in an otherwise symmetric flow. While production of turbulence attributable to injectin

is enhanced. the finite time required for this to occur leads to greater vertically averaged

turbulence in the suction half cycle. Turbulence generated in the suction half cycle is

maintained in a compact layer much closer to the bed. These effects appear to hold for

Re ranging from 10' to 10" and for oscillations other than sinusoidal.

Field measurements of wave driven ventilation are presented in chapter IlI. The

measurements are compared against linear theory and ventilation is found to be present

and predictable if the local effective thickness of sediment is known. Ventilation is then

investigated as a possible mechanism for the maintenance of beach slope. It is shown that

when compared against net bed stresses resulting from nonlinear wave forms or bottom

wind, the ventilation induced stress asymmetry is an important mechanism for medium

to coarse grained sediments.
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CHAPTrER I
JOLR A LOF GEOPHYSICAL KESE ARCH, %0lL 97 1,O Ct. Pka(JS W,'aiSI.'hi J.Lz N .It~

Field Observations of tLhe Fluid-Gr-anular Boundary Layer
Under Near-Brcakins! Waves

DA.NlEL C. CONLEY AND DOu:GLAs L. PN%1A'N

Cere, !e'r Coarnal Stu,ij.dr Scops i tasiNot, of Oceao$,,4p tliv La lo;" a.!soisut

Numerous synchronized time series from video eameriss, trwrare sewos,ai artcist mceima. krs hot 17i.s
arneonmeters on natural beachr-s shou iubossada.' layer development tinder die %n ia~eLs 5 aa~eu
can be Idealized as a proisesa compoased of three distinct regimes hate referrted tOa ocaig esate. and
plumrinS- The roiling sad plurning regimes fail to develop under the eiewgl'. As a wasurqaeae. there it
pronounced asymmtery it insrnastaticus sand vsmespee and baoatd,.r) l4,= ph-eioet. betaceni the ,ave cirest
Aand trouigh. H owever. laboratory eases %ith field scale petiods and *cave hregtra over thin sanrd hesd do not
e~thibit this cress trough boundary lase %r havmrstei.r indicarrag tha: a ci-ucaý eltm.rtt of isimiitude it absent
is Iaksirator> experimenau. ',he nuiffesi that stave indured hitidar %e~usutaur is Te spossibte

L'TRO0VUMON designed to measure ine?-. quanuises -ehere thse metors ass taker- as
Over tbe past several decades, considerable effort has bees the average ov.er a wease cycle. Subsequent Cexr-CmentS for the

devoted t oh Lb S~ .f rS!,!, In he most part measured phase-averaged quantities io order to tdenufry
laboratot-y under wtdejy va-sing conditions H-owever, litte u or the mean behassut (!ic; a rds~ eytesrtsn

has been done to studv tbese boundary Iayers unider field relating to the range of occurrence of turbulence and the effect (,f
conditions because of lofissttal difficulites. In this ;,yierwe routbnenss
repott on field observations of the development of the Transition to turbulence has been predominitantly deitermrrtd

flud-ganuar scilatryboundan la% er We frteert a throstgb the use of a .wave friction factotr. Using afr irsa
combination of quanut.;tase and qitalitatie findings that ilifouh lowsgetdli 'inn ndJhsnl5) .oor 16-]
not fully understood. are recurrnog elemients to the development ofdeftined one form of the wave friction factor as
the flutd-granulax bourdar% laver in the field We also attempt to
identify those aispects Vo men- and laboratory. work that can p= a
be applied to these field observations.

The Stokes solution for the laminar oscillators boundary lasver saere - is the amplitude of the bed stress It should be noted
over a smooth Lmpereoeable bed [Lamb, 1945. p. 620] is. that this expiression onoy relates the maximum bottom stress to the

maximum veloscity, regardless of v-ben they occur and provides no
Ii - itiformation about the temporal bebavior of the bottom st-ress

is = u.1 sit (61 - e sur (8 I While t his type of formulation may lie helpful for calculations
regarding threshold values or masimnal loading, it is of limitted

haere iu, is the amplitude of the free stre=m velocity just above valae when information about the boundary layer behavior
the boundary layer, e -low -x Luits the phase of the free stream.0i throughout the wave cycle is destred. The approach used here is
is the radii.; frequency. k is Lbe wave number. 8. - 4200 is the to identify a single critical oscillatory Reynolds number Ase, uhere
Stoke:- parameter. zis the direction normal to the bed, and v is the friction factors diverge from the'laminar relation as implied in
kiner... '.c vtscos~tt. Using this expression, the laminar shear relation (21. The idea is that, like steady flow, flows with
stress can he derived. giving Reynolds numbers below that value waould be considered 'lamtinar"

G-. and those with higher values would be considered 'turbulent.'"u. Because the betundarv layer thickness in oscillator% flow is niot
a-.e sin[

8
tO - -I-

p , unambiguously defined and is difficult tf not uimpossible to
measure in any situation bui the laboratory. we use the osctllatory

Notice that the srheAr stress leads the free stireamn velocity by 7t /'4. Reynolds number Re, based On Use orbital dtameter da.
This solution has been experimentally verified numerout times Re d I.4)I
fe.g., Slteath, 1968]. )

Au in true of all turbulent flown, the problem of the turbulent 1

-sciliatory boundairy layer suffers from the classical closure where da is taken as the value just above the boundary layer.
problem, and no analytic solution exists. On the other hand, many On the basis of experiments and stability analysis, Jonissn
models for these boundary layers have heen developed (see [19661 proposed Ae - JO' as the valuse for tr-ansition beissen
Jausisesn 11987) for a review), and they have been the subject of laminar and turbulent flows in the oscillatory boundary layer over
numerous experinmenial laboratory tinvestigationit. The earliest a im-~th bed. In a detailed study -~i wxave friction factors,
expertmentst lBignold, 1946; Inmant and Boenser, 19621 were Kisephuis [19751 found thin value to be the upper limit for the

laminar range over a smooth bed. In a reanialss&is, ionsrori [19805]
Cnpyritht 1992 by the Atnencant Geoiptysic~al Ur~a 9u~ggest 1C at 10' as the new lowser limit for turbu~lence Dver

smonoth beds. Hino rt at. 11983]. using a lasecr Dopplcr
Paper numsher 92l~nizr27, velociumeter in air to measure veloiety profiles through a puiclv
014g.-( 227192i92lC-.0227$05 110 oscillatory boundary layer ever a smooth itnpermeriablc bed (9c
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CoI..5 ks:.i 1--,. IF_'s OssEAN ý7icNO I.,, =i-55vs1i I, L.) I ii-

3xlO0). partially confu'med this. They reported a turbulent developmental time, secoindary sbort 4eeolsil in~tjnihlýces aC
boundary layer where most turbulence producuon was io the excited b, these bickgroond fluctu.:iots. and IT is the esos~e;q
decelerating pbase. They also reported that the rurý ronce is t'ro.it of these stondur i '•iaJii:i-es "hichb ieaJs tv 'urss, r
almost entireIN dissipated bs the start o1 flow aoerieianion in the [e g Lau.hl and MAlioeChris: eit 191,6, Htrheý. ]IW4 IL

subsequent half-cvcle. This raises quesuctis about the idea of an stead. flow, the develop'ment vf T-S wavs e o tor Incepý,on•T

oscillator- boundzi 1--yer wbich is cocsidered to be e;Lher pir-CI three-dimensionariay WccI:ss ricr a u;scance apprc-imleai) equal

turbulent or purel,, laminar kbrou.hou! the entie cycle to five T-s wa.ele,,g:c:. s.hle :ýe deNe"rV. r .! s- daf '

Jensen e: ,l. [1999] measured the bouodarv layer dr-eiepmect, mnssbal,'tea and i--ckdown is •-rupr and occurs •i,sce T S
in an oscllato. water tunnel over smooth and rough beds b herege wavelength.

ranged from 7.5xIO' to 6x10'. They sbowed that she boundar% Conditions for T-S wave stabiliry in steady fIr-s. habu be:n

la-.er over a smooth bottom could be both laminar and turbulent calculated by Jordinson [19701. Using the Blassus eliocs i prmfile,

within one half-cycle. Their results show that the i-mit for purely be calculited the cnc:ical Reynolds number Re,. ss 5• ,-here

laminar boundary layers is approximately Ae • W0' and the limit Re - u.8'/v, 6" is the displacement thickness, and u_ 5s die free
for purely turbulent boundary layers is approximately Ae a 10 , stream velocity. Here critical implies that unstable T7S wases mry

This indicates that the idea of a single "cr-ical' Ke is grow so flows with Reynolds nu.ber, above th•s 1alue Jcyrdinson
oscosceived and explains some of the preiiously observed calculated the parameters for the Fi.st unstable T-S as'e so
variations in the range of the "criTrcal" value of Re. develop as tx" - 0,30. C&au , 0 ,2, c/r._ =04r, wýhere a is

Another matter of interest has been the phase lag between the the wave number. a is the -adic freauencN. and c is se p'hase
occurrence of maximum bed stress -:. and maximum free stream speed. Using the fact .bat fcr the Blast. i prc-f•,e the displaceme-.
velocity u.. in an oscillating water tunnel study of Turbulent flow thickness is approximately one-thurd the boundars laser Lhickness

over two-dimensional concrete ripples. Jorsson [1963] found a lag S. this gives as a streamwise wavelength I, - 76 The initial
of on], 25" as compared with the 45' in laminar flow. At for cross-flow wavelength of three-durensionabsry I is approxsimatey
these experiments was n 60x10• 'The rato of wave displacement equal to I,. Relauve to the scales of turbulent moron, thcse are
amplbtude, a0 = dc12. to Nikuradse roughness parameter. a. 'k, clearly long-wave phenomena-

was 124, wbere k, was determined by fitti4og measured bounda,.. Considerable study has been itnvested in recert Nears si
taler velocity profiles in steady flow to the relation for the determine the role of turbulent bursung in gcpbh sical flovs (see

turbulent velocity profile over a rough bottom. K"4ne el al [1967] for a description of turbulent bursiniol

(u / u.) = 57. log(0ZS/ k) Here u. = (% / p i* is the friction lnvestigator report observations of turbulent burstng in bouundar'
velocir- and -T, is the bed stress, laers over plowed fields JIeicess/. 197., in ti)dal currents si the

Sleuth 21970] measured the development of the oscillatory Irish Sea [Hearherrhaw, 1914]. and so rivet flo, whe-ir its

boundary layer over beds of loose sand in a wave channel. In signature is said to be the boils present on the surface of the flow
these experiments, the bed stess -c never exceeded the threshoid [Jackson. 1976].
for gram motion. He found that the measured phase for velocity Additionally, many irvesttgators have found that different
over beds of fine and medium sand approximately followed the cbaracteristiac of the bursting cycle have roles in diferenT aspects

form of relation (I ). However, for coarse sand, wbee a, / k, was of sediment transport- In unidirectional flow. Weedman and

about 50, he reported a phase lag whch approached zero near the Shingerland [1985] showed that sand stcaks formed at le'a. frctiron
bed (rather than the 3* predicted by (1) and the 25' measured by velocity (u. < 4 cr-i's) in fine to medium sand exhibit the same
Jonsron 119635). Jensen ei al. [1989[ found that in flow over a lateral spacing and statistical distribution as the low Speed streats

sinooth bed the phase lag 0 between :_ and u is Aie dependent, found in turbulent bursting. The dimensionless spacing s' is

The phase tag is 45' below a Ae of tixlC'; it then falls off. su.
attaining a value of 10' at Re = 10'. The phase continues to fall .a" - l -00=20
off, though weakly. with ke above that value. These results along

with those of Sleath [1970[ suggest that the phase lag is a function where s is the mean dimensional spacing of the streaks

of Pe and a. / • and that fur the values of these parameters Relatively few field studies of the fluid-granulai oscillatory

expected as waves near the shore, the phase will a'-proach zero. boundary layer over permeable beds have beer reported in the

Of the aforementioned laboratory studies [Hino e al., 19;3; literature. Intman [1957] studied the formation of uave-generaied

Jensen et al., 1989; Jonson, 1963; Kamphuis. 1975. Sieaih. 1970] ripples over sand bottoms Near the surf umoe, he observed ripp!es

only Jonrson mentions asymmetry in the oscillatory boundary of low steepness whicb were -ephemeral" in nature, forming and

laver and, in general, results are only presented for one half-cycle. disappeanng in the time scale of individual waves Sedument

All the values measured by Jerason [1963], including the free motion during the presence of these ripples was described as a

stream velocity, exhibited asymmetry between she two oscillatory 'dense layer of suspended particles,' fully distinct from the

half-cycles and be attributed this asymmetr-y to the mechanism discrete clouds of sediment shed from the crests of vortex ripples

driving the flow, of more permanent form- Madsen [1974] reports divers'

observations that the sediment bed seemingly 'explodes' las prior

TR.-ossmo'c AN)D Tt!RBL"LENCE OSip A FLAT PAT-E to the passage of the crest of near-breaking waves No such

phenomenon was observed under the trough,
Most authors agree that the first instability to occur in the In a field study using a bottom profiler. Dingler and Inman

laminar houndary layer consists of two-dimensional [1976] determined the range of occurrence of these ripple types in
Tollatien.Scblicbung (T.S) waves. These are small disturbances terms of the wave form of the Shields number 9 where
that satisfy the Orr-Somerfeld linearized disturbance equation, pu 16)
When the amplitude of these waves exceeds a thresbold value. 0 (p-pl6))

they begin to develop three-dtmentsionali'y, manifest by periodic (P, -DID

fluctuations in the cross-stream direction At about this same and p, is the sediment density These results indicate that ripples



or more permanent form, worite rrpples, ociCur after thei onsr or au bags and was sr-irely augufed into the bed t' rilcos

motion up to e 40 Transition ripples, the epihcvztteýi npks belical pat~e5 mounted r'n roids estertot g u~cgh the ho!1w !rgs
Jninewt 119521. occur for a range of Shield!, tithber or Ot~d spider was oncwt~ti ut.lh Eto legi aeu~g a crcw-sh 'Tre
40 <0 <241C) For values of Q greater thtan :40, the bed becomes and the senisrs were rtriountsid to AustJi roerterence w tm

Ilit and no ripples occur Wbule studies b-, Bognoi l'jti.Irn' other and wt It L" tels bresan e Ir.8
andJ Bowen Ii6j nnsurt an T4i.,iaýdj tltTi. us;; and 'Ilst' r4 e sentsors werec mounted int 3 plane pterprnJiculjx to trc !,s,
!matro [19475) describe quite w~ell the fluid-sedimernr tinerjcrrorns shote direction and includled a ,.ssure seirsot, a two c~
ever vont.. ripples at conditions characterized b '% rthe lowet eiccminoc leti current nr-oet. and tuo oslindriot ' C11
Shields numzrber (Gý40l, nio field srtudies of metint uiai-graiu~ar probes which we:re mounutedi wth a I em ser ari;tn ;I the
ocsntlator'i boundary lavcr developmenrt in condriwns of htsW Jorieshoie a, 'antics'.. directions Ene oeahrr.te i"a
bottom snress over perrmeable beds have been re'-Vrtc-i Were adJ.usted So1 that tire bottOml Probe wýsappoiS nn 1 -n

at'ose rite stil bed level ýFil;u.re I Ln a1dditaun an 9 -IMi s ;j el
EXPER.MEN'cS camera was aligrned and focuse' io thit the hot film, probcs anid

Erperrimne~.no Pyocedure the surrouniding sand bontuir 'sari in rine field of % tew Nuerouý,s
$,tJl pirtogra-ap, weri: ta~ken durr;:ý the eprpenmeota

Beginning in tme early, 1980s, a series of experimv.tis destined The pressure sensor was a temperature compensated Snathacri
to invseugate the fluid-grainular oscillator% briundats, los th ie model PAL:K- 13, absolute prestsure traqrsd5 'er The att cwur-re:
region of high bottom strens 1 8 - 40 ; were cooducted adtacrrrtt meter was a lrl-Nct miodel 51: 0;EM witr. a1 two n'
to the ocean pier of Scripps Instatturin of Osreanioeahv in w ater .t-cm-d~arreier sphireral probe ;sthi a neift cvnstant response up
depths oftI - 3 On All the measurements wecre maditjuist seaward to 10 Hz. Thbe cutTurit me~ter was pl~ced abrout 50 err, at'se ri-n
of the breakpoint of Ithe largest wkaves in a zone u"nate wave bed and used to measure'the instantaneous free sireu
heights were 0.5 to I ms. and bhe slope of the fine sa~nd beach %as Selocir% The current meter w as alsor ued4 :in tnt situ ii
approxrimatelP I in 50 The sand has a median damoIter [) o4 or1 he holt films T~he anvruomerrý was cromp-;,c!i-"
about 150 tim and is predominanth, quserz w itb ar-ut 10% b.% lrcomoirated model -t,) con~wittn oprauea
weight Of b1as- MInerulS. Main]hr'rerd etcir',s j1a-o such TS! r-"~rie oe 1

Sensors were mounted (in a LInang'u:,a ýSur spider,' constuctýed c-isndncai c-it filmi probes The probes rr. fr-7, a rý
of welded aluminum tubing with a spacir, of I S15 On btcteen Ae gs diameter supr*ort rod and, co'uld re raised iiti, sarrrwe va!-T-
(Figure I1 The surf spider was 1.liaetel into place Jt diers suing current meter ftr slInai corr.Par- - ot io'si'eJ i,hn init

I.EMtbirt'

Hot*t
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0, ~

4 3C ~c

60 S E C0 N S
Fytplca: t~me stnt' týom 1ane 5 159. texpe"nt Src'- 11"rolo to N'11nj wte prrc.'We M-1 ~d.pitcrr'0-

'Ciocis eCm cuff-It -Ae, And bouiom vlwet hot Orris) Hoic him psobes 1 I Zui -'eee &pWo,1rOtr!.te ('5 C, and Isci
Afto'c Ut- 'at rm est're

the feed Thýe conv~entiozi used de--grales onshore 9ocu. as pos'suve Dcta Ana!Pf
,he video camera was a Son-, V9 F -mm videor carrera andusS'as

used in data runs of approxtmately 10 mrin Thbe video was Each of the sta data runs for June 5. ltF89 cnnsisicd Mf 1::
us nchront;zed sa th the data thr-ough the use of the time signal of data recorded at IZS lHz. Laborator% calibraitr'us - ere r-r
recorded on the %ideo record Pre- and posicaiibrations Lndicated to the emn current meu- and pressure sensor reco'rds The h(ri
tbat the '~dco and data were synachronized to ui tint= one frame films were calibrated followtrng Flick ceid Grc'rIre [ 1 '4"ý in si hose
f 1/30 S). work the em current meter is used as a 'elocir, standard to fited

Data from all the sensors were cabled from the turf spider up calibrastons. From caltbratioin runs in sstitch the hot ftlrt prohes S
ronto the pier and rcoorded at 128 Hz. A I tyPica) sections of data is and current meter were at the same elevation in a plane parallel to
shown in Figure _' The video and still photos wer used so the wsave front- a nonlinear iot film caltbration follosutng Kings
determine boundarv laver development patterncs, wbtle the law was calculated by compaoring the hot ilin and current meter
synchronizced data records were used to determine onser conditions signals. Once calibrations were applted the hot film records were
arid to v'erify interpretations of the various patterns tn the derectdried, rendering them of value for computing mean floss a s
development of the flutd-graniular boundary- layer. well as instantaneous speeds. St'ec2 'or each run were calculated

We shall rely primarily on the June 5, 1989, extpeniment. which by cnsembbing coefficients c. teslated from four data block, of
provided the most comprebensive data se, or most of the I128 s.
quantitative results presented here. During this experiment, The videos were farst observed in their entirety in order to
incident waves bad a spectral peak T of 12-8 s. a signtficant wave develop impressions of boundary layer deselopmient patterns
heighit H 7 of 70 cm, and mean water depth i

t of 190 cm. For When certain events or sequences were identified, the enuire %video
signiftc ant waves, this corresponds to a fie of 1.2 x 101. a Shields record wa~s systematically analyzted using atop action or frame
number of 260 and a ratio of (a, k, ) -54t)D. Using the results stepping in identify the point of occurrence or to measure ipeciftc
of Jentsent eiral, 1989, Figure 34, this corresponds to a boundary length scals. When times of occurrence were identified, cross
layer thickinss of 8 3.0-3-1 cm- Six 52sdata runs were reference could be made with the vielociry and pressure signals.S
collected over a 2-hour period. The power specrxa of cross-shore When events or phenomena were observed in the videos but could
velocities for all runs are shown in Figure 3. Supplementary not be resolved with "freexe frame, still photographs were
calculations nave been made from underwater photographs taken employed. Wh~ile still photography provides good quantitative
during two experiments on August 8. 1985, and September 6, information about length Scales, event specific flow parametes
1985, when T = 6.A, 9.4 s; Hý 69, 71 cm, and h t 120, could not be obtained, as there asia no synchroniz~ation between
150 cm, respectively. These correspond to Pe= 0,9x)O', 11helO'- the still camera and sensors.
0 -4220.360;o./k, 340(), 4500, and 6 = 

1 .9 _
2 0 .2 6 -2 7 cm. The natural variability of wave amplitude and period resulted wi
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Covusso 'iv F-t.E.n ObSRss A7 10%S OF F ,,O-G.A: v ARh vil. A[ ~ neve, miote than 4 few grai diameters This enwie regine ;S

Visal nprssirtsof the piuticlte patlhs of oeuuraUINt-', a'ir
organte material and seutenet grains reinssmr. in the ^,idJ
ccu- rmpe ,seet sugge!' that tire nl-., siznrrg f'om
rest after tie resensal cf notbon. !s lamirnar As ute flicv

accelerates. it attains the inAgcir..ie tecessars for the -insel ef
grain motion. i,. arid grains r'f snrrtter n: ter arfo r! ther re-K begin to roll in 'he sue niatisc direituioo Th~sis qu)6cUN frý '!(,el
ty tbe eppeasrance of sand streaks vbicb cars pesist for the entire
half-cycle of wave matron when the motion is iseak0

Analysis of two photographs taken at times of 'no mCoTKio
during the August 8 experimlenlt gises a mean spacing for 151I ,0.t remnant streaks as 4.8 mm with a starisdad desiatnon of 1 7 Mmn
Thbe mean spacing for 69 streaks from a photograph taken during
conditions of weak motion on the September 6 expe-uriment wias
-,9 mm with a standard deviation of 1.3 mm. Using the uave
parameters for Auigust 8 and the assumption that streakung occurs
iircond or - 15', the resultsof Jensen eta .J1989) give a ,;cl.,ort
velocity of 2 cm/s. This results. in a nrmrrializred streak spacitng j
of 89, For September 6. u. = I .2 cm and S* 43 As these
streaks occur durrag appareniJ) laminmar flow, it is utlikely thur!
they are she turbulent low speed streaks obseised by Weedm.n an id

___________________________Slintgerland tlqgý]. This is supported b% the fact that the oh,,er\ d
- streak spacing in oar' erperrrnents is lesser than that expected for

-~ ~ ) turbulent streak spacing in uniduecu~oral flow

Fig, I. Six pow.er spectra w~ith 8 DOjF each of coo ashorot 'velcicuea Roiling
rsewrired Ft ers, currsent mseter at June 5, M59.

The nest regime begins with the atrupt. iarat won of the fluid.
granular boun.]dary layer to a thikckr carpet or sheet typle ilCw

si,;de~v varvirirg conditions which significantly impacted .he itdec J~igure 4). During this regime, the laserl of sedursent in motror,
records. The rnost dramatic effects, occurred following ihe passage resemblcs a carpes whose surface is compo~sed of tufts of sedtrneii
of groups of higher wasves in ubich ciouds of suspended sediment Waen fluid The 'tufts' seem to be regular in scir vwith heights
obscured she bottom for seVera wave hallf-eclCes other cycles above She 'at rest' bed of about 1 6 cm and spacing bsetween she
were tendered unusable by the presence of kelp or because the tuftsl of about 6 cm. The result is a llayer of sediment in mution
vase intensity barely exceeded she t~hreshold of motion. Thie -hose ea~sily recognizedf surface is fully thyee-dimensiona! with
31172 s of record from the June 5 expersmetns contained 197 variations in Elevation in both the cross and streamwise directions
jindividua~l wases of sufficient magnitude to set the sop la~cr of (Figure 5). The enitire % ideo record from June 5 was analsred is
sedtr-'.,t in motion at sotme point under the crest of hie saveý order to isolate examples of this regime Of the 197 'significant"
The number of waves ta which the bottom was Icla~rly visible uases in she record. 109 half-CYCles Under she crest exhibited ihtý
throughout all aspects of the fluid-granular boundary la~er carpet flow Of these, 31 had an unobstructed N iew of the bottom 0
development was lest. at the time of transition. The abruptness and cixrsty of thiss

Lrantsiti. a is supported by the fact that repeat estimates of the onset
ROtLtA~RY LAYER DE)vELOPrMsL\T UýJE TME wA'AT CU_-T c, transition for 31 different events resulted in a mean variation of

orset time of 3 video frames (0 1 %).
Streakng~u Urnder relatively low amplitude, long pMiod swell as sometimes

Beginning with the fluid at rest. the first visual indication of th prevaied during the earlier deploymerlts, this carper flow ran

fluid-pranstlar bouandary layer development ts the initiation of begin ci exhibit streamnwise periodicity much lie the wales in
motion where grains begin tn roll along the bed and then rapidly corduroy (Figure 6). If the flow sesquensc terminates with this

develop into a series of sand streaks (Figure 4). Although flow regime and the flow has developed streamwise penriodiciry
occurring in apparentlv lazinar oscillatory flow, the streak the bed exhibits transition ripples at the cessatron of -notion

development resembled the sequence described by Weedoson ian'd (Figure 7). It. as was the case, througboust the Junre 5 expeanentl,
Slisrgerian'd 11985] for the formation of streaks in fine anid medium the flow sequence terminrates; with this regime in the three-

sand under conditions of weak friction velocity. The stre"~, here dimensional stare (Figure 5). the bed deposited is flat. We have

are visually manifested by the dark lines which result when quartz labeled this regime *roiling.*
grains (large white) ame separated from bornblende (small dark) Jenen ei arL 119891 defined a "temp'oral' fricticn factor f., (a])
along lateral shear lines by a sorting mechanism described by The expression for this friction factor contained a phbise offset of-.4

Inman et at. [1966). These streaks initially appear as rather long as required by 212). }Jowsver. as they showed in their papes. this

0110 cm) and regularly spaced lines which become moephase lag is a function of Re [J.ensen er al., 1989. Figure I)) sin
etwiniied, giving an echelon or lambda-like pattern. For the we propose a slightly modified temporal friction facior
duration of this regime, the sedirment is in a rolling grain or Polt de'find by 1
shooting flow where some psartioct of the uimmobilized bed is f~)- (7)
visible and the thickness of the layer of sediment in motion is (l/2)U.tsrin(dr 4)
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Fig. 8. Temporal friction factorf vesus Reynolds cumber re for constant a•ve phase oi. ohere 90' caerspiond, io maxrmum
orbital veloaity. The hear) solid line eptescaU latruxar Stokes brhuodwr ltaer. and 1he hesa, dashed loe is the bli ti ft.,h.
tabslew, flow. Circles ue data ponts. All we from J.cror af;. 119159. FFase Fl Boxes .•e '-'tu ,epsdxlcrd it -!, F:F-ut e 1

In the original expression, the phase lag 0 was rfxed at r.'4 but cycles studied had Reynolds numbers below•• s1(1 T'e losest
here is dependent on fe and equal to 45" for ge < 4x]0r and fails Ae for a wave in u hicb roiling w as obser',ed s.as 2 :•Z •ý his
off to -6' for fRe = 10'. Jersen et a.t constructed a plot suggests that waves in which roiling is not obýcrveJ under the

off. versus fe in which turbulent transition can be seen to be a crest either epericrnce transition late in the balf.c.cle ,hcn the

funcuon of both pbase and Reynolds number. Using f from wave is approaching dccelcraiion ofr rot at all
relation (7), we recreate ibis plot in Figure 8. The light solid lImes

indicate bow the friction factor at different wave phase (O't) varies
from the laminar case Fully turbulent flow occurs to the right of 4., •0 e'e el 5 "ec

the dashed line and transitional flocw •.• assumed to occur in the -,.sC Cl C

region between the dashed and laminar line. The identified trend
is for transition to occur at lower phase with larger Reynolds
number.

We use these results to suggest that the transition from stitak"ng
to roiling is the fluid-granular oscillatory boundary laver
expression of the transition to turbulence. This can be seen in ""
Figure 9 which is a plot of the wave phase at which the onset of -Z-

roiling occurs versus the fe of the wave in which it occurred. In "-6
order to compute Reynolds numbers for tbis plot. u. was defined 10

as the peak velociry during the wave half-cycle in which roiling •
was observed. The half-cycle was defined by subsequent zero "
crossings in the velncity record., uad d. was calculated by
integrating velocity over the bhaf-cycle. The wave phase was
calculated as at - arcsin( u, / u) where u, was the free stream
velocity at onset of roiling. As can be seen. the transition to 4.,05
roiling folows the trend of the transition to turbulence. That is,
transition occurs at lower phase for higher Reynolds number, It
should also be clear from this figure that streaking, which precedes
roiling, occurs at a phase angle of 15" or less. It should be noted
that Figure 8 corresponds to flows over a smooth and unmobile
bed. It is not surprising that transiion in a flow over a loose i5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

sediment bed occurs at lower Je than that expected under the r', 1~ 006e5
above idealized conditions. Fig, 9. Wave phase at the onses of roiling versus Re. -here a phase of

Of the 88 remaining waves, those with the most energetic 90' cirresponds to nax.imusm orbital velocity. The dashed line sepestents
half-cycles u t'•" the crest were isolated for analysis. The highest transition to turbulence from Figure 1. The solid line is a lea•s squarer lit
fe calculati such a flow was 2.6x1s, and 29 of 33 half- of an eapoeetial crWve to the values obttaioed at the os'et of roling
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SC" sbrthcknesses of I cm given earlijer for the Jose 5. 1S49. spne
equation (9 ol ,,C5t 4 burst ~p C1tgc -1S c::2 Ikrrvodcl

inidication of the h0bouda V la',er LtlkfleSS -Ould be Ibeo.t cs
of the graniulr fluid la'er The meunt tiýn rtss Mf a~l `1 r;C

- "layers as measured from the at rest btt in to rt. ho t.

surface was found to be 1 6 cm ;Lh a snd-c'd r...
0.4 cn- Using this as the bound&--, lkser Lhi.Lner! gF c-s a t_-2

t 02Spacing of 8 cm Wbile tbese esumares C-f ',be t~s~uýi~
spacing in a steady. tminduecurtoa flois do not march exacils si oh,

tbe measuxed tuft spacing of 5-7 cm. it is ceriaz trout i!c sZ tuCe
E 01 character of the roiled la~er Suggests a p'ocess &M~n~led t

6 c erecton of granular laden fluid fromt smewhere inside the r.r

w layer.
too Thie mechanismn by -Abich this appaiently surblcieot flois

develops coherent cross-strear structures as evidenced tý the

Howeverr, the appeaance of coberent structures; in trtr Jýeri fIris s
0 t-, 2 i sta ew phenomenion let-, Wtiariu.i anid Brc-c.and. i'4)~ ;n

visual studies of a turbulenrt oscilla',rv boundasr' lascr. Hasaihu,

and Ohwahi 1198-21 obsersed coherent largerscale cLVrtes .ui:h
10-2cross-stream axis occurring in rthe bioundary lacer jusr preiw it the

reversal if motion.

to"- IPlwning

The fintal retrne. 'piurrmrg.* also occrus untdezreloe L
t-eaeeiy () aplitude. long pertiod wvaes where the roiled fib'. ha, de,; rý

Fig. 10. Spectrum it 2"s 4 DOF of hot film velocities comsposed from an a periodic stinicture iFit ure -t At or oukt i4fiel the pasis e 5! t'.i.

ensemble Of three differest 512-a ruels. For refterence. tM dashed line is wave crest uben the flow begins to decelerate. the ioiled ]bier
ensemble averapz (41 DOOF of six spectra of erosrt-siore cju%:irues shoosa explostive)ly i )Js off the bed, injlectingseimcfae ftdj lr~it lie
in Fur3.interior of the fluid as high as 5-10 times thle to;!vJ i~c:

thickness lFigure I I ) The sedimenet toct-lca is thert ca-tCJ Is VIC

A power spectrum with :4 degrees of freedom tDOFt formed fresram until falling out at the cesutIlrln of rrittots teustri,

from an ensemble of three bot files spectra ts shown~ in Figure 10 once again a flat hed.

There spectra were computed from data runt whichs 'ser enttrels They bechanise tof le t lm itscmlxi, taso diefcaol tof tints i
unaffected by kelp or other types of biofouling and vere fully, dnybcueo r opei~btat eas fte'ioet

- conditionsaprnl cue o t curni nýitn
derectified prior to rransforrning- Ins pection sbosas that th eamle of apparetl -equre bcvd for te ocurrne lt (~cnci. no
spectral roll-off below 1 Hz follows the Kolincgorov .5/3 power eacleofpuigwrobevdtteJneSneiisn.o
law, supporting the posibtility of a turbulent inertial range. Whille ooset criteria bad to he estimated from earlieir exp'erimrents

she turbulence in these boundary layers is intermuitent. this is Noehlsanpuigwsonrat bese o h aed
inconsistent with the -5/3 specrum IShe anid Orr.cg. 1991]. In as tbe coherent wale-like structures in toiling. ir is likchN that tLhc

an earlier report (Inman er al., 1986]. it was reported that the hot 're related. Most probably. pluming reptsresens the violent breakup

film data roll-off bad a .2 slope. but we now believe this to be an of vortices in the adventr of an adversec pressure grhidtcnr assi-citd

artifact resulting from rectification. The higher frequencies in w1ith the, passing of the wave cress. The longitudinal vortiues w ith
Figure 10 are poltdb hti eivdt etentrlcross-stream axis leneriated during the reorganizatron of roiling

polpute by bha isssr believede tod hxeiec thenatura
frequency of the frame of the surf spider (42 Hz) and by noise apertbe rsuesetveadeernc ekow
from the 60-cycle power source. following the advent of deceleration.

"USing the re:SUlts of Kim t! Of 11971L] it can be shown le~g., Reit ~ut~
Hin.ze. 1975] that for steady turbulent flow, the turbulent burrst
period T. scales as The Sequence. stireaking, roiling, and plumning, repiresentls art

Tam. idealized sequence which can be seen under certain condmitios bur
- (8) more commonly is present only in pairs. For exampie, under very

low wave conditions or deepr water, the only portion w hich mayV
where 8 as the boundary layer thickness. Now if a flow over a exist would be streaking. Under more general condirstttons tat
quasi-passive tracer is experiencing, t.rbulent bursting such that exemrplified by the .tune 5 experiment) with internsedtate-pirtriod
fluid originating at the tracer interface is periodically being thrust waves or incident waves with a broad spectral disttributton. rhe
inro the free stream, one might expect a visual pattern of puffs of development generally only includes streaking and roiling %ahere
tracer with a stireamnwise spactrig Ia. where the bottom is flat at the reserisal of motion. This 'mild" sequence

is schematized by case A in Figure 12. In relatively 'cetan- swell
I- u7

_Tb 5 (9) the development mnight be moderate including strrakrng and full),
developed roiling resulting tn a bed with transition ripples tease RI.

Notice how similar this is to the earlier calculated wavelength for Figure 12). Under relatively low amplitude, long period swell
the most unstable T-S wave, . - 76, Using the boundary layer where wale-like structures in roiling are well formed, she fully
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developed seq~uence. .scakng, roiln- -pilumng' occurs -c- Whýý';is vscprocs to7picstF 1'rc "c "e-csed
a flat bed (case C. Ftgsusc :'Iz flnas, case ussle- v-.c :- X ehr'e :."t or~ '1-ets~ s 'A.'is

intense flows character.2ed by a rapsdA: uo'a sc gr ds ruoI-Jcr .ssan roev -~d tnc" tif
Iaver is shown asecae Din Fqwuc :- 7h:s casec mu ,, -:7r v,'~T s' \o p,-r.--r hay , renehevf.:7Jc rt S
orxinon of all the previous cases toi: ticcas ["o rapil I, -eC it icl

dissected tb the griescrit methods

BOI'IDRY A)-R Dx~-oPiLT LNDE, TE -k'\'E7ku GH -oi.uwtng the field ibsesa:wons, an atetsipt asa rn..de to

I he observations oftoundars laser decelopmcni urutct iie u 3e recreate these grarsula n-flid flossucre in the lItt'oa, A hod

trough sbow a sinking casniasi to that under the crest, The inmtil of loose sand ih cm deep and :-5 cit Iong &sa p~aceJ In a r-S
stages of the boundars laser developmert under the stouch ippe:I! lotng bs * en -20 amide w;Iave chattel T-he surf Isp,3et. coinplcic

to he quahLatjisels the same as, th'lst under the crcest. ss -,I:trv: "th the same instutsscntatwon a-, mn the '5eld srsdics Trirns iss t
a larninar sundae -v~shszbý lcd! nrr thezr'-f M"Uu,- des y,si %as, montsted itt tic ceflict (4 tie tsn Snaliou
followed by stieaking. -Ahe siibsecjunt regimes of cm:Irg and 'aater wavaes (if 5-s pecrtods and 51 -cm 'ac aceihsgtrs 'a et

pluming were never ob~served to develop under the 3\cs ur-oig.
5 

generated in) water 'sill a depth (1 132 cm The Sed 'as fiL'ined

Indeed. development of the "ranular-fluid laser utndet :he triough 'a it a rsIc camre-a tcuaing !rhotgh a P-icxtgia~s 'a ncýa 'ahile

appears Wo consist instead of a seads thick-entn; of a graLnslae.t1utd s ' inhXjtnaid ineassitements 'aee recorded as in h~e fleid
sheet without the abrupt Lranstttons to roiling and grlumong Thecc pesr itren is The manar oh-scr astorn these tests uaas that no

surfac~e of this sbeet flow exhibits random fluctuativns in rolling ot pluming occurred and! tat ais asvrntnet helu'aeen crest
cross-stream elevation, tbat the elevation in the szreartt'aise and trough was not teadll appWCett (IT -OUtIt he 10hiedt
direction is more or less uniform. In cornt-ast to the to-ned la~c:. selocire and aurcele-attioi assis,\metrtes inhticnrt tn thre shallo'w
the surface of this she~et suggests the Pteds~mirtnce of turtsulent msater 'a-ue formns This us in cunutat to ctr ci~d sneuet

-nix~ing. The thickness oif the granular-Niud laser for simdlar free 'ahcre 'a- u jei'ut a similarl Fz's voIds iiustbct Ac $ 5 - I"'

stream velnciutis appears to he smaller under the trough. than, under lczarN drs-rloped Into 7st'itnig Pujgar at s'no t'~&is he

the crest It is not implied that transition to tuthilene dues ot), aWsociated crelt lrouih srnn'
occur under ihe trough On the cositrats- the visual impressifon is Dm1'ýI; -s'5
that the granular-fluid sheet under intense conditons ;s mnost
clearly turbulent However, there is no clear demarc~uisun fo~r the (tiher inetgiscleg Haures ,'sI Hu'ntv I- 'l-s
tratssiton to Turbulence, and it -appears 1hat the transitioin is a II hS C T VsVd CrTesýI t (ti UI.h ak sm M Cse in t DIhe CsutdI M V nt Ti spnkCe and
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w,'e Cmsu standard deviations with respect to the em current meter of 0 9%.
1.2%. and 0.9% respecctvely, where the ValuCs are expressedJ as 2

- ~percentage of the measured values The mean current over each

- ...., Dec of the three data runs was 05, 2.5. and 1.9 cm/s respcu.elh It

I I I is clear from Figure 13 that meact curtrents of this magnitude are
7 not sufficient to explain the asymmetry observed in out

Numerous theoretical tive•ug•Aoo3 of progressave rrasirs

Cawe A tmild) wave. propagating over a permeable bed tReid and Kajiura. 1957,
Packwood and Peregrine. 1980J indicate that an oscillaung flowt

.Lid•••" "'' • is induced in the bed and results in flow normal to the bed turface

i s-•.j . "- ~ * - ... under the crest and trough of the wave. This flow is the result of
s is Ii 112 -On.et oTr Tilscice A.c the spatially varying pressured field imposed on the bed over an

L sis3k,, entire wavelength. This ventilation flow is out of the bed and into
L Onset of Mot~m the fluid (injection) under the wave trough and into the bed

(suction) under the crest. These studies also indicate thit with
Case B (moderate ,e', t/ typical natural beds, the induced velocities are several orders of

'ýy magnitude smaller than the horizontal, free stream. wase-crhicil
__________--__)."_ - -_ -7____ _-_ velocities, and so any effect on the free stream velocities iý small

is l n Ia ib-tio. Rcotg•i,14ai i p nple On the other band. the effect of small normal flows on the
oscillatory boundary layer is not necessarily negligible.

Cas C (tully d -, -l It has long been known (see for example Tes- fik 119631]. f, cktey
and Davis [1957]. Scdichting [19791) that except for t'ansitonal
processes, boundary sucuon with steady flow leads to enhanced
bed stress and injecton leads to reduced bed stress even fot the

ia ib Ia Iits III fat small ratios of boundary normal to free stream velociir, to be

L piiuming expected n in oscillatory boundary layer over a sand bed It is
also known that suction has the effect of sutbiiihzin the row,

Case D.ftes) reducing the three-dimensionaliry of the turbulent boundir, Izu.er

Fig. 12. Schematic drawing of four identifiable sequences in Use -,- I -"5C' -, 5..€'

development of the fluid-grarnular boundary layer under the crest of near- 12 1 2
brealang waves. shown in t1e order of increasing intensity of motion at
the interface. Details of case C are shown in Figure 4. - 6

4

have ;tributed this behavior to asymmetries in the free stream 4II

velocity and/or acceleration. However. Figure 13 indicates that - Bit
such an explanation cannot fully explain the asymmetry observed C r ,,

in our experiments. A histogram of the maximum onshore (crest) 550 i*

and offshore (trough) velocities observed dunng the June 5 MAX CR!,7A_ s-•s.zc:O (c,/sec,
experiment is shown in Figure 13a together with the observed
range of free ytream velocities at the onset of roiling. Clearly. the b.
offshore flows are not velocity limited, yet roiling did not occur. 1 12 .*o nse. - s.,,s ar exws.,
In Figure 13b we have plotted the maximum onshore Eulerian E -10o -- --- 4 "
accelerations as well as the observed range of accelerations at the C
onset of roiling. For the offshore motion, we have plotted the " S
observed trough acceleration maxima for only the wave half-cycles
which had free stream velocities within the observed range for the 6 I

onset of roiling, Again it is clear that the trough flow, when x a

compared to the crest, is not acceleration limited. "
Many theoretical investigations [e.g.. Longuer-Higgins. 1953; D

Jacobs, 19841 predict a steady mass transport in the boundary C0 I
layer beneath progressive gravity waves. While observations of - -0 o 50 *ot5 200
this phenomenon have been made in the laboratory, there was little MAX ACCELERA7ION (ce-/e-c)

mean boundary layer current observed in our near-breakerexperiments. The three hot film runs used to compute he Fig. 13. Histograms of (a) orbital velocity and (bo)acceleration maxima,
the associated with on.thore-offshore orbital motion for the field deployment

ensemble spectrum which appears in Figure 10 bad probe heights of June 5. 1989. Solid brackets indicate ranges of observed roiling onset
of 135 cm. 4.2 cm, and 1.8 cm above the at-rest bed pnor to the during onshore (crest) mouon. Dashed bracket ind.cate same ranges for
start of each run. The field calibrations for these three runs had offshore (trough) motion,
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and increasing the relative contributioni of large-scale coherent independent of as~mmctrses in the ncarhbed orbtiW 'eloctii anid
structures lFi4 achier et at. 1962]. Teofik- 119631 reports that acceleratton and is Lbou~hs to be mi~sted to effects o~f i~o
inijection decreases she rate of growth of the turbulent boundarn io the pernteable bed,
layer. Injection also moves the shear maxima away from the bed
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CHAPTER 1I
a

VENTILATED OSCILLATORY BOUNDARY LAYERS

1. INTRODUCTION
a

Laboratory studies of the boundary layer arising from oscillatory flow have always

treated the problem as a cyclical process composed of two purely symmetrical half cycles [eg

Jonsson, 1963; Sleath 1987]. Asymmetries occurring in the laboratory [Flick et al, 19811 or the
a

field [Hanes & Huntley, 1986] have been explained by asymmetries in the fluid velocity or

acceleration inherent in shoaling waves. In a paper reporting on field observations of wave driven

oscillatory boundary layers over sand beds, Conley and Inman [19921 reported the observation of

an asymmetry in the development of the boundary layer which could not be explained by velocity

or acceleration asymmetries in the overlying fluid. As a possible mechanism for this asymmetry,

they proposed a type of transpired boundary layer which is here called the ventilated oscillatory
a

boundary layer. This work reports on laboratory experiments designed to investigate the effect of

boundary ventilation on the velocities, bed stress and turbulent flow properties of the turbulent

oscillatory boundary layer.

Transpired boundary layers have practical significance in many applications and have

been the subject of studies for well over forty years [eg Libby et al, 1952; Antonia et al, 1990].

These are boundary layers which arise from a fluid flowing with velocity u parallel to a solid

permeable boundary through which a secondary fluid is flowing with velocity w. The secondary

flow through the boundary is generally referred to as transpiration. If the sense of transpiration is

into the overlying fluid (w > 0), it is called injection or blowing. If the sense of transpiration is

15
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from the fluid into the surface (w < C)) it is termed suction- In general the two fluids are identical

and the transpired flow is smaller in magnitude than boundary parallel flow so that the transpira-

tion parameter V=w/u has a magnitude less than 1.

Ventilated oscillatory boundary layer is a term applied here to the boundary layer arising

from an oscillating boundary parallel flow subject to oscillating transpiration of the same period

and shape. In this work, the dominant flow is of the form u (t) = usin (at) and subject to tran-

spiration of the form w (t) = Wmsin (at'+'O). Here T = 2nt/T is the radian frequency, T is the

period and 0 is an arbitrary constant phase. Analogous to the transpiration parameter V, a flow

ventilation parameter V shall be defined as V = Win/Urn. The sign of V indicates whether injec-

tion (V>O) or suction (V<O) occurs concurrently with positive flow. Additionally, an instantane-

ous ventilation parameter shall be defined as V'= w (t)/u (t). Through most of this work, the 0

phase 0 will be 0 in which case VW becomes a constant, identically equal to V.

In general boundary transpiration affects the boundary layer velocity profile. Suction

tends to pull streamlines down closer to the bed shifting the velocity profile closer to the wall.

This results in higher shear near the bed and therefore higher shear stress at the bed. This is

demonstrated quite clearly in a comparison of the asymptotic suction profile, an exact solution to

the Navier Stokes equations for flow over a flat plate with constant suction, and the Blasius

profile [Schlichting, 19791. In contrast, injection results in a spreading of the streamlines near the

boundary which reduces the near bed shear and the resultant bed stress.

In a study of turbulent boundary layers in steady flow over flat plates with injection,

Mickley & Davis 11957] show that the friction factor Cf is a strong function of V and Re, where

Rex is the Reynolds number based on distance along the plate. However their results can be
0

shown to indicate that the ratio Cf/Cf where Cf is the friction factor with out injection, is a

strong function of V but exhibits almost no Rex dependency. The results of Simpson et al [1969]

show the same to be true for steady suction on a flat plate.
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The asymptotic suction profile shows reduced curvature in the boundary layer velocity

profile relative to the Blasius profile [Schlichting, 1979]. This suggests that suction tends to sta-

bilize the flow. Analytical solutions for boundary layers with injection show an inflection point

in the velocity profile suggesting that injection tends to destabilize the flow. Experiments have

shown these findings to be true not only for laminar flow but turbulent flow as well. Tewfik 0

[1963] demonstrated that turbulent boundary layers with injection were thicker than would be the

case without injection. It was also shown that while injection reduces stress at the bed and

through out the inner tenth of the boundary layer, it increased it elsewhere. Antonia et al [1988]

reconfirmed that suction results in a significant reduction in turbulent velocity fluctuations u' and

w'. While investigating the effect of suction on organized motion in turbulent boundary layers,

they observed that low speed streaks in the near wall region were more persistent and that the fre-

quency of dye injections into the outer layer was reduced. This is consistent with the results of

Fulachier [19821 where the rate of turbulent production was found to decrease and the relative

contribution of large scale structures was found to increase. 0

Kays [1972] shows that transpired turbulent boundary layers seem to respond to local

conditions. That is a boundary layer experiencing a sudden change in injection will, following a

short period of adjustment, behave as though it had always been subject to that level of injection. 0

This appears to be less true for a reduction in injection than for an increase. It is also shown that

transpired boundary layers are sensitive to acceleration, the sensitivity increasing wizh V. No stu-

dies have been reported on the effects of transpiration in oscillatory flow. 0

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments have been performed using the oscillatory flow tunnel (OFT) at the

Scripps Institution of Oceanography hydraulics laboratory (Figure 1). The OFT is composed of

an acrylic working section 7.0 m long which terminates in painted steel cylindrical risers at each

end. One riser acts as a reservoir and is open to the atmosphere, the other riser is sealed by a 62 0

0
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cm diameter acrylic piston which drives the oscillating flow. The piston is controlled by a

hydraulic ram which can be programmed to respond to any electrical input. Further details of the

facility are described by King et al [ 1984]. For these experiments a false floor was placed in the

working section giving a tunnel cross section 39 cm wide and 28 cm deep. The test section was

created by placing a rigid, permeable floor in the center 4.25 m of the working section. This floor

was composed of fourteen 30 x 30 x 2.5 cm bricks of fused Alundum. These bricks were com-

posed of Alundum grains with a mean diameter of 250 microns which were fused under high

temperature. Prior to fireing, the bricks were pressed at high pressure. As a result, the flat sur-

faces of the rather angular grains aligned to form a smooth surface on the bricks. Roughness ele-

ments are caused by pores in the surface, not by protuberant grains. The mean pore size of the

internal pores is stated to be 180 microns. A secondary piston which was plumbed into the the

cavity below the test section was used to drive the boundary layer ventilation.

Tests were performed using a period of oscillation, T = 7 s and an orbital displacement

do of 207 cm. This results in a flow with oscillatory Reynolds number, Re, of 1.Ox 106 where

Re is defined by

Rie = (r1)
2v

where Um is the maximum mass averaged velocity. The results of Jensen et al 19891! have shown

that oscillatory boundary layers of this Re will be fully turbulent for phases greater than 450 and

transitional for phases greater than 150. For the unventilated case, the boundary layer thickness @

80 is 1.8 cm where 8() has been defined as the first level at which the vertical derivative of velo-

city vanishes at a phase of 90', The maximum friction velocity u*,m = tFm /p is 4.1 cm/s. The

Nikuradse equivalent roughness p trameter k, as determined from boundary layer velocity 0

profiles was found to be 0.003 cm giving a roughness Reynolds number ks=u*mk. k/v of 1.3. The

ventilation parameter V was zero in the control tests and ranged in magnitude from 2.5x10- to

4.x10- in other tests. The amplitude of w was calculated by assuming uniform velocity over
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the test bed and distributing the volumetric displacement of the secondary piston over the entire

test bed. Calculations indicate that uniform velocity over the test bed is a good assumption given

the manufacturers supplied permeability of 192 Darcys for the Alundum bricks. This assumption

was tested through dye studies in which no systematic variations in the flow through the bricks

could be detected.

Three main flow parameters are presented in this work. These include the bed stress

-t(t), fluid velocity u (zt) and the vertical component of fluctuating velocity w'(z,t). The bed

shear stress was measured using a TSI model 1237W flush mounted hot film sensor as shown in

Figure 2. The sensor was locked into an acrylic probe holder 9.5 mm in diameter which fit

through an O-ring seal into a cylindrical acrylic sleeve of 1.8 mm wall thickness. The sleeve was

permanently epoxied into the test bed with the top of the sleeve flush with the tops of the rough-

ness elements forming the fixed surface of the Alundum bed. When inserted, the tops of the

probe and holder were level with the top of the sleeve. This arrangement allowed the shear stress

sensor to be calibrated in a separate facility and maintain the same relationship between probe

and holder when transferred to the test facility.

The longitudinal component of velocity was measured using a TSI model 1210-20W

cylindrical hot film sensor. The probe was mounted on a sting projecting through the lid of the

OFT with the axis of the sensing element horizontal and transverse to the direction of flow. This

probe was calibrated by placing it in the tunnel center and calibrating against the tunnel mass

averaged velocity using a technique adopted from Flick & George f1990] While the hot film

measures fluid speed, the time series was derectified using the mass averaged fluid velocity zero

crossings as a reference. Turbulent velocity fluctuations were measured using a TSI model

1287W split film hot film. This sensor has a cylindrical sensing element composed of two halves

which arc electrically insulated. This design permits decomposition of the measurements into

two components of velocity. Briefly, the magnitude of the cooling for both halves is dependent on

the magnitude of the velocity vector and the ratio of the cooling is dependent on angle the vector

____ ____ ___ ____ ___ _______ ____ ___ __ _ __
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makes with the plain of the splits. Operation of the sensor is discussed in [Blinco & Sandborn,

19751. The directional sensitivity was ý.aiibi-aled once before and after all tests while the velocity

magnitude response was calibrated for every test as described for the cylindrical hot films above,

Depending on the test, data runs were of 500 or 70X) seconds in duration. The time

series collected over each run were ensemble averaged in order to determine the phase averaged

quantities. In oscillatory flows, the turbulent decomposition of a flow property ý(t) has three

components. the time mean < >, the ensemble averaged mean ý(O) and the ensemble averaged

r.m.s. mean of the fluctuating quantity <P(0). In a purely oscillatory flow, the traditionally

defined time mean is identically zero. For a time series collected over N cycles of period T, the

ensemble average mean is calculated as

1(NT) a + (i-I)T] (2)

2,t

where G is the radian frequency 21r and the definition is valid for t--O to t=T. Similarly the
TO

ensemble averaged r.m.s. mean of the fluctuating quantity is defined by

2 1 N rr 12
N-I K[•Lat+(i-l)TJ - (00J (3)

This decomposition is schematicized in Figure 3. Sleath [19871 and others have shown that there

was no significant im ovement in the consistency of the estimate of ensemble averaged mean

quantities for averages of greater tha- 50 cy.es. The 500 s tests in this work represent 71 cycles

and the 700 F tei s represent 100 cycles. When discussing the phase of the oscillatory flow 0, the

convention will be used that 0=0 corresponds to the negative to positive velocity zcio crossing.

0

0
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3. EFFECTS OF VENTILATION

The ensemble averaged centc:Hne velocity for the case of no Blow through the bed is

shown in Figure 4a. As can be seen from the plot, the velocity is relatively symmetric throughout

the entire cycle. Each half cycle appears qualitatively similar tc the other half cycle and the

accelerating portions of each half cycle appear to be mirror images of the decelerating portion. 0

Figure 4b. is a plot of ensembie averaged centerline acceleration. This plot reveals asymmetries

in the flow which are not obvious in the velocity. In particular it is seen that acceleration tends

towards a monotonical decrease through out the first half cycle as vould be expected in an oscil-

latory flow. This is not true for the second half cycle where periods of decreasing acceleration are

clearly present in what would be expected to be a time of monotonically increasing acceleration.

While these fluctuations don't appear to have a big affect on fluid velocity, it might be

anticipated that these fluctuations in pressure gradient would have a larger affect in the boundary

layer and on th,ý bed stress. This seems to be born out by the results presented in t .ure 4c. The

solid line represents tne ensemble averaged bed stress as derived from the shear stress sensor.

The bed stress in the second half cycle is much peakier than would be expected in an oscillatory

flow of this Reynolds number Re = 106 while the first half cycle is more typical [see Jensen et al,

19891.

Jensen et al [19891 have shown that the boundary layer velocity profiles in high Rey-

nolds number flows do exhibit a logarithmic-layer from which the Nikuradse equivalent rough- 0
ness iength k, and the bed stress can be determined. This was found to be especially true around

the occurrence of peak free stream velocity. In order to test this in the present experiments. k,

was taken as the average value derived from the best fits to a logarithmic layer in the phase range

450•<0_>135' This value of k, was then used to calculate the bed stress through out the wave

cycle. These values are plotted as heavy dots in Figure 4c and as can be seen, they give a reason-

able estimate of bed stress in the first half cycle. However when this same procedure is
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performed using the roughness derived from profiles in the range 225°'<e0>31.5, it rnsults in a

underestimation of bed stress as can be seen by the open doLs in Figure 4c. In fact it appears that 6

bed stress estimates based on k. derived from the first half cycle arc better than those based solel.

on second half cycle parameters. The logarithmic-layer is a conrsequence of the presence of a

constant stress layer in the boundary layer. It is not surprising that the presence of :3 fluctuating 0

pressure gradient would disturb this constant stress layer as evidently occurs in the second half

cycle. As a consequence of this anomalous behavior, the following convention is adopted

throughout the paper. When discussing bed stress, resulLs from only the first half cycle shall be 0

used and the sense of ventilation will be alternated to provide both suction and injection during

that half cycle. The full cycle shall only be utilized when presenting velocity and turbulence

profiles. While in general the bed stress results from the second wave half cycle differ quantita- •

tivelv from the first, the conclusions arrived at in this work are qualitatively supported by the

results from both hall cycles.

O

Boundary Layer Velocity

As discussed earlier, the most direct way that suction is expected to affect the boundar)y

layer is to draw the velocity profile down close to the bed. In the boundary layer this results in

higher mean velocities near the bed and a greater shear at the bed. The affect of injection is

expected to be just the reverse, namely streamlines pushed away from the bed leading to lower

mean boundary layer velocities and a reduced bed shear. This pattern is exactly what is seen in

Figure 5. This figure shows a series of boundary layer profiles at various phases throughout the

entire cycle. At each phase there are two profiles. The solid line represents the velocity profile

for the case of no ventilation and the dashed line represents the velocity profiles for V = 5x 10-4

It is immediately obvious that even for such a small value of the ventilation parameter, the mean

velocities in the boundary layer are affected. In particular it is seen that during the occurrence of

suction (00<0:5180)) the mean velocities throughout the boundary layer and well above it are
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uniformly greater than the unventilated velocities. This fact necessitates that the shear at the bed

is greater which is in fact clear in the figure. Once again, just the reverse is true for injecton

(1800•0<3600). It is even more readily evident that the mean velocities throughout the boun-

dary are lower with injection than the unventilated case and therefor the boundary shear is less

than the unventilated case. 6

Considering the symmetric nature of unventilated oscillatory flow, it is clear that the

above observations require an asymmetry in the mean boundary layer velocities for a ventilated

oscillatory boundary layer. In fact this asymmetry must be realized as a net current in the boun- a

dary layer above the permeable bed. This current will be positively directed for negative V and

vise versa.

a

Turbulence

A contour plot of the development of w over phase and elevation is shown in Figure
0

6. This is for the case of no ventilation and the results are qualitatively similar to those reported

by others [see Sleath 19871. Sleath [ 19871 reported that w and u behave qualitatively the

same, so for the following discussion, it shall be assumed that the behavior of W is indica-

tive of turbulent intensities in general. In general the maximum in turbulence intensity is seen to

occur near the bed just following the start of deceleration (900 and 2700). From this maxima the

turbulence slowly diffuses upward over phase giving the impression of an inclined plume. For

unventilated oscillatory flow, this pattern is relatively symmetrical with turbulence maxima

occurring at about the same level in each half cycle and the size, shape and inclination of the tur-

bulent plumes are the same in each case. It is also seen that the turbulence levels associated with

each half cycle return to the background level prior to the arrival of the next plume.

The effects of ventilation on the turbulent properties of the flow are shown in Figure 7.

This is a contour plot of the development of w'2 over phase and elevation for the case of V =
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0.001. The figure shows three major effects of ventilation. The first effcct is that near the bed, the

turbulence levels are higher with suction (0< 0<l80)) than injection. This is observed in the

figure where the contours of W are one level higher for the suction half cycle than for the

injection half cycle. Second, with suction the turbulence maximum is drawn closer to the bed.

Finally, due to the flow stabilizing tendency of suction and the destabilizing influence of injec-

tion, the turbulent plumes have become totally distorted. In particular, the turbulent plume ori-

ginating in the half cycle with suction is very much diminished and is contained in a thin layer

(-5mm) drawn near the bed. The turbulent plume from the injection half cycle is much enhanced,

extending higher into the flow and, consequentially, much later in the flow. This tendency is so

pronounced that it would appear that the majority of the turbulence that arises from the injection

half cycle occurs during the subsequent half cycle. The net affect of this is that a "snapshot" of

turbulence levels at constant phase would show the highest turbulence levels to occur during the

half cycle with suction!

Using a logarithmic elevation scale, the contour plot of the time history of (Fig-

ure 8) shows that the previously described qualitative picture is true for f as low as -0.0005, the

lowest ventilation parameter for which data of this type was collected. In short, the turbulence

levels near the bed are enhanced for suction, the turbulent plume associated with suction is

confined close to the bed and the turbulent plume associated with injection is enhanced and per-

sists in time throughout most of the subsequent half cycle. 0

Bed Stress

0
The effect of boundary ventilation on bed stress is summarized in Figure 9. Plotted in

this figure is the ensemble averaged bed stress from 500 second runs for various ratios of the ven-

tilation parameter V. The heavy solid line is the bed stress for the case of no ventilation and

sserves as the baseline for the other tests. The peak value from this curve has been used to

0
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normalize all the data. As can be seen in the figure, ventilation clearly affects the bed stress in

oscillatory flow with suction (ý<O) leading to increased bed stress and injection (V>O) causing

reduced bed stress. This figure shows that there is a significant stress reduction or enhancement

for ventilation parameters with magnitudes as low as 2.5x 10-4.

The data from Figure 9 has been used to construct Figure 10. For each value of V. the

bed stress was integrated over all positive values and normalized by the integrated bed stress for

no ventilation. These points are plotted as a function of ventilation parameter and are represented

by the open points in Figure 10. The solid line is a composite of two functions which seem to 6

give a good fit to the data points. Let Ri represent the ratio of integrated bed stress, then for V_>Ž)

Ri = e -"V (4)
9

where a was found to be 403. For V>O, Ri appear,;a to behave like

Ri (5)
b+c In (V)

0
where h .,as found to be 1.506 and c = .1707. While this last relation performs well for the

larger values of V, it is not defined for no ventilation and gives Ri=l for a finite value of V,. For

the purposes of the figure, a straight line has been drawn between the point at V = .00025 and V =

0.

Even in a turbulent boundary layer, viscous stresses dominate within the viscous sub-

layer. This means that the bed stress can be approximated as

- z (6)

if u is measured sufficiently close to the bed. It is generally accepted that the viscous sublayer is

present for z+< 5 where z+ is the dimensionless vertical coordinate defined by

Z= (7)V
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and u* is the friction velocity IFhp-/. The lowest elevation for which velocity was measured was

at 0.01 cm which is within the viscous sublayer for all phases. It is therefore possible to calculate

a second estimate of bed stress using (7). This process has been carried out using the velocity

record at 0.01 cm and the results have been plotted on Figure 10 as filled boxes and show good

agreement with the shear stress sensor data

4. PERSISTENCE OF VENTILATION EFFECT

Re Dependence

In order to determine the Re dependence of the effects of boundary ventilation, a series

of tests were performed in which the flow Re was varied. Using the linear relationship between

do and urn, it can be shown that (1) is equivalent to

e = dA o/4v. (8)

As all tests were performed using the same frequency, reductions in Re were achieved by reduc-

ing d0
2 by the appropriate factor. The range over which Re was varied was determined by limits

of the physical apparatus. The largest lRe (1.0x106) represented the largest stroke which could

be safely obtained from the hydraulic ram and the smallest (1.Ox×15) represented the lowest

volume of water which could be accurately pumped through the permeable bed at the V value of

10 -" I

Figure 11 shows the results of these tests. At each Re the ensemble averaged mean

stress with ventilation has been integrated over one oscillatory half cycle. These values were then

normalized by the integrated bed stress for the unventilated case at the appropriate Re. These

values have been plotted as the circles and squares in Figure 11. The bars on the plots represent

95% confidence intervals and the lines are linear least squares fits to the points. As can be seen in

the figure any Re dependence is weak as the fit to the data are essentially flat. Neither slope is

0'

______
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significantly different from 0 at the 95% confidence level although the slope for suction is

significant at the 90% confidence level.

Phase Dependence

Since most of the results presented in this paper are for boundary ventilation which is in

phase with the free stream flow, it was decided to test the sensitivity of the flow to variations in

the phase relationship between the two flows. Zero phase in this section is defined as when the

maximum magnitude of the boundary ventilation occurs simultancuusl) with tiie niximum in the 0

free stream. Positive phase implies that that maximum ventilation occurs prior to the maximum

free stream velocity and negative phase therefore implies maximum ventilation follows the free

stream maximum. The range of phases has been restricted to ±900 with separate tests for suction

and injection.

It should be noted that any phase difference between the two flows implies that each half

cycle will experience periods of both suction and injection. For that reason, it was determined

that presenting results in terms of bed stress integrated over a half cycle would not be useful and

instead results are presented in terms of maximum bed stress normalized by maximum unven-

tilated bed stress. These values are presented in Figure 12 where open circles represent the

results for suction and the squares are the values for injection. The error bars represent 95%

confidence limits calculated from the variance of the maximum stress measurements.

O
The simplest prediction for the effect of phase would indicate that flow history has no

role in the effect of boundary ventilation. Such a formulation would state that the only parameter

of importance is the instantaneous ventilation parameter W. This parameter can be easily calcu-

lated as the cosine of the phase times the flow ventilation parameter V. Using these values of V',

the expected stress reduction or enhancement can be predicted from a plot similar to Figure 10

which is based on stress maxima rather than integrated stress. This procedure was used in

6
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constructing the lines in Figure 12.

In a gross sense the results do appear to follow this trend. The effect of ventilation is a

maximum around a phase of 00 and drops off to no effect (ratio = 1) at ±900. The effects are

seen not to be a critical function of phase, that is phase differences of ±100 do not radically

change the effects of ventilation. In fact, the changes in bed stress over this range are not statisti-

cally different from each other. However for larger phase differences, the drop off rate is clearly

different for each quadrant and therefore warrants inspection in all quadrants. The most straight

forward behavior occurs for boundary suction with positive phase. Here the effects of ventilation

appear to follow the simple cosine response. This indicates that with a stabilized boundary layer

as exists with suction the stream lines equilibrate rapidly toward their undistu.bed state as the

level of applied suction is reduced. While not behaving as smoothly as suction with positive

phase, injection with negative phase appears to also follow the cosine behavior. It is important to

recall the sequence in the development of the boundary layer for this case. In particular the half

cycle starts with suction occurring in the boundary which switches at some point to injection. We

have already seen (above) that the boundary layer will quickly respond to the reduction of suction

so the tendency for the bed stress to follow the cosine response implies that, when applied to a

stable or unventilated boundary layer, the response time for shear reduction due to injection is

small with respect to the time scales of the flow.

The behavior of injection with positive phase contrasts strongly with the above descrip-

tions. In fact the only resemblance that the effect of boundary injection with positive phase has

to cosine response is that the stress ratio does return to one at 900. Figure 12 illustrates that

stress reduction due to injection grows at phases greater than 00 even though the instantaneous

ventilation parameter is decreasing. To understand this behavior it is important once again to

consider the time history of the boundary layer. In this situatien, the boundary layer has experi-

enced boundary injection for the entire half cycle prior to the occurrence of maximum stress. The

maximum injection rate occurs prior to the occurrence of maximum stress which occurs during a

L . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . ir III
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time of decreasing injection. With this scenario in mind, it appears that the spreading of boun-

dary layer streamlines induced by boundary injection is resistant to readjustment. In fact the

slight tendency for increased stress reduction with phase suggest that once a level of spreading is

developed, it can be maintained by smaller ventilation flows than originally present. In contrast to

compressed boundary layer which appear to readjust immediately to changing conditions, boun-

dary layer spreading appears to be resistant to readjustment. This result is fully consistent with

results for steady flow subject to changing transpiration.

This interpretation seems to be validated by the results for boundary suction with nega-

tive phase. In this quadrant, the half cycle commences with boundary injection leading to boun-

dary layer spreading. With the onset of suction, the stream lines are indeed drawn closer to the •

bed leading to greater bed stress for greater suction, but the level of bed stress enhancement never

manages to attain the level it does working on a boundary layer which was not initially subject to

injection.

Sensitivity to Velocity Asymmetry

In order to test how sensitive the effects of boundary ventilation are to the shape of the •

free stream velocity, a series of experiments were performed with an asymmetrical velocity

waveform, a plot of which is shown in Figure 13. This waveform was taken from a time series of

orbital velocities beneath near breaking waves in the ocean. This particular wave was chosen due 0

to it's strong asymmetry, seven second period and the similarity of its flow parameters to the

oscillatory wave forms generally employed in this study. The orbital displacement distance do

for this form was 182 cm. The maximum orbital velocity was Il1 cm/s. Using (1) this give a Re 0

of 1.0x 106 .

A series of runs were carried out to test the affects of boundary ventilation on this

waveform. In these tests the exact same wave form was used to drive the ventilation velocity as •
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was used to drive free stream velocity and no phase difference was imposed. It should be under-

stood that all suction results come from the peaked high velocity portion of the waveform (crest)

and all injection results come from the flat low velocity portion of the waveform (trough). Once

again, the integrated bed stress for each sub cycle, normalized by the unventilated integrated bed

stress for the appropriate sub cycle is plotted as the open symbols in Figure 13. The solid curve is 0

the same one plotted in Figure 10. It can be seen from this figure that in general shape has an

insignificant affect on the effects of boundary suction. Shape does seem to have some affect on

the effect of injection, particularly for larger values of f'. This can be understood from the dis- 6

cussion in the previous section. It can be seen that the flat profile of the low velocity section

leads to injection approaching its maximum value early in the sub cycle and then maintaining that

value for a significant portion of the sub cycle. It seems likely that injection in this case would

result in flow streamlines which exhibit a higher mean separation over the course of the longer

duration sub cycle than would be expected with a more sinusoidal profile. This would result in

greater bed stress reduction as is seen in the figure.

S. DISCUSSION

The results of these experiments show that the ventilated oscillatory boundary layer

exhibits behavior which could have been qualitatively predicted from knowledge of the manner

in which transpiration affects steady boundary layers. The importance of these effects can take on

a larger significance in the oscillating case than they would appear to in the steady case. This can

be demonstrated by considering the change in the boundary layer velocity profile. In an oscilla-

tory boundary layer where the velocities in one half cycle are just the negative of the velocities in

the second half cycle, the net velocity over one full cycle is identically zero. However in a ven- 01

tilated oscillatory boundary layer where suction leads to higher velocities drawn nearer to the bed

while injection causes a spreading of the velocity profile with lower velocities near the bed, a net

velocity results in the boundary layer. The sense of this velocity is in the direction of the

SI
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oscillatory flow which is subject to suction.

A mean net boundary layer velocity has been determined for the values of V for which

velocity profiles where measured. This was done by integrating the mean velocity profiles over a

height of 2 8o (3.6 cm) where 80 was defined earlier. This vertically averaged mean velocity was

then integrated over an entire cycle to arrive at the mean vertically averaged net velocity herein

called the ventilation current <v >,. These values have been plotted in Figure 14. The line in

Figure 14 is a least squares fit for the relatien <u >v/um qV . The best fit was found to be

<U >V,,um = 4.64XII • 1"6 (9)

In this relation, the sign of <u >v is opposite the sign of V.

While the bed experiences no net stress in a purely oscillatory boundary layer, there is a

net bed stress with ventilation. This net stress is a consequence of the bed stress reduction due to

injection and the bed stress enhancement due to suction. When the two half cycles are averaged

together they result in a net bed stress. Figure 15 shows the net bed stress due to a ventilated

oscillatory boundary layer as a function of V. Here the results of Figure 9 have been used to con-

struct this plot. The points in Figure 14 represent the integrated difference in the bed stress

between the bed stress with suction and the bed stress with injection normalized by twice the

integrated unventilated bed stress. These points therefor represent the mean net stress over an

entire period as a percentage of the mean gross stress for the unventilated case. The solid line in

the figure is straight line interpolation between the points. The dashed line is a linear fit to the

first three values for ventilation which was forced to go through the origin. It appears that for

small ventilation (V<0.001). the net stress can be approximated by the linear relation

<Tt>,/< !r I > = -420xV. (10) @

Notice that this relation suggests that a 1% net stress is obtained with a ventilation parameter as

small as 2.4xi0-5! It should again be observed that the direction of this net stress is in the

1
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direction of the oscillating flow experiencing suction. a

It is worthwhile to consider the importance these results may hold for geophysical situa-

tions. Reid & Kajiura [1957] as well as others have shown that a gravity wave traveling through

a fluid medium over a permeable matrix will induce boundary ventilation. It can be shown that

for geophysically reasonable permeabilities, the ventilation parameter V will not exceed x×10-3

and that phase differences between u and w will be 0 (50) or less. This means that in general

wave driven ventilated boundary layers will produce a mean boundary current in the direction of 1

wave advance and with a magnitude which can be determined through a knowledge of V. A net

stress in the direction of wave advance will be induced, with a magnitude which can be predicted

by (10). These phenomena will be Re independent over an order of magnitude of Re as shown in

Figure 11. Over the expected range of phase separation between the wave potential flow and

boundary ventilation, phase would not be expected to significantly alter these results. While

gravity waves are not expected to exhibit a sinusoidal profile and will develop inherent asym-

metries, the results of Figure 13 indicate that for low values of V the flow will still exhibit the

above discussed behavior.

This study shows that ventilated oscillatory boundary layers will develop net boundary

velocity as well as net bed stress even in the absence of any other asymmetry. This result has

obvious implications for studies of transport in such flows. The implications of the asymmetry in

turbulence is not so obvious to predict. Figure 7 shows quite clearly that the majority of the tur- •

bulence throughout the cycle, originates from the injection half cycle. Yet how this would affect

the transport of some quantity is far from clear. If transport is approximated by the product of

suspension and local velocity and the level of suspension is proportional to the instantaneous tur- S

bulence levels, the argument can be made that transport would once again be in the direction of

flow during suction. This can be understood by examining Figure 16. This figure gives a time

history of the vertically averaged turbulence levels present in Figure 7. This figure which imparts

no information about history clearly shows that the maximum vertically averaged turbulence

0
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levels occur during the suction half cycle. By the above assumptions, transport due to turbulent

suspension would be in the direction of flow during suction even in the absence of other asym-

metries. As suspended transport under waves is a more complicated phenomenon than simple

instantaneous averages the above scenario may be wholly inaccurate. However it does help to

demonstrate the possible ramifications these findings have for suspended transport.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A laboratory experiment was performed to test the affect of boundary ventilation on the

mean velocities, turbulent flow characteristics and bed stresses in an oscillatory boundary layer.

The results of these experiments lead to the following conclusions:

1. Boundary suction causes flow streamlines to be pulled toward the bed, leading to higher

velocities near the bed, while injection lead to streamline spreading and reduced near bed veloci-

ties. This effect results in a mean near bed flow in the direction of the flow experiencing suction.

2. The enhanced velocity shear near the bed during suction resulted in increased bed stress

while the reduced shear during injection results in diminished bed stress.

3. The above affects are shown to be strong functions of the ventilation parameter V. The

bed stress is shown to be independent of Re for the range of Re tested. It is also shown that

phase dependence is small for small phase differences between u and w. The effects of suction

were insensitive to waveform shape while the effects of injection increased with increasing length 0

of the injection sub-cycle. This tendency was negligible for small values of V.

4. Boundary ventilation leads to a strong asymmetry in flow turbulence. Enhanced tur-

bulent fluctuations are maintained in a thin layer near the bed with suction and turbulent diffusion
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is reduced. Away from the bed turbulence levels are enhanced by injection leading to greater iur- a

bulcnt diffusion initiated luring injection. The result of these effects is enhanced vertically aver-

aged turbulence levels during suction.
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CHAPTER III

WAVE DRIVEN VENTILATION IN SAND BEDS

1. INTRODUCTION

Any beach which is composed of sediments of a non local origin stands as an incontro-

vertible proof of the existence of a shoreward directed force opposing the constant down slope

and hence seaward pull of gravity. The source of this forcing has long been recognized to be the

waves which shoal and dissipate on these beaches but the mechanism through which these waves

generate this forcing is the subject of much discussion. The role that wave driven ventilation may

play in this process is investigated in this study.

A surface gravity wave traveling in a fluid overlying a permeable bed has been predicted

to induce an oscillating flow in that bed [Putnam, 1949; Reid & Kajiura, 19571. This

phenomenon was originally of interest to coastal engineers and scientists because it was proposed

as a mechanism for the dissipation of wave energy prior to breaking. More recently Conley and

Inman [1992] labeled this type of phase locked oscillatory flow in the bed "ventilation", and sug-

gested that boundary layer phenomenon associated with ventilation could explain an asymmetry

which they observed in the development of fluid granular boundary layer under waves. This

work reports on field observations of wave driven ventilation, compares the observations to

theory and discusses the importance of ventilation in nearshore processes.

53
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2. VENTILATION THEORY

In the most basic treatment of this problem we consider a fluid of depth h overlying a

bed of thickness b (Figure 1) [e.g. Putnam, 1949]. The bed is assumed to be homogeneous with

permeability K and to overlay an impermeable substrata. Flow within the bed is assumed to fol-

low Darcy's law so that

-K aPb -K aPbub = ,' wb - - -(1)

4 ax 4L az

where Ub and wb are the vertical and horizontal flow in the bed respectively, Pb is pressure in the

bed and 4L is the viscosity of the pore fluid. Now substituting equation (1) into the continuity rela-

tion gives

a2Pb D2Pb
+ -0 (2)

Equation 2 must be solved subject to the following boundary conditions

Pb =P @ z = 0 (3)

and

wb = 0 @ z = -b. (4)

Here p is the pressure in the fluid. From linear wave theory it is known that

cosh (kz)
p = pag cosh (h) (ct-kx) (5)

cosh (kh)

where a is the wave amplitude, k = 21t/L is the wave number, a = 21t/T is the wave radian fre-

quency and L and T are the wavelength and period respectively. The solution for (2) which

satisfies (3) and (4) is

Pb pag cosh [k (z +b)] cos (Crt-kv). (6)

cosh (kh) cosh (kb)

From (I) and (6) we can see that flow is induced in the bed by the pressure field associated with
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the wave and that the vertical ventilation will be of the form

-K agk sinh 1k (z +b)] s (otJ-kx (7)
v cosh (kh) cosh (kb)

This flow is an oscillating flow into and out of the bed and is phase locked to the wave pressure

such that maximum flow into the bed (wb<0) occurs under the crest of the wave and maximum •

flow out of the bed occurs under the trough of the wave (Figure 2). A similar relationship exists

between vertical ventilation wb, and the horizontal wave orbital motion in the fluid u, where

k cosh(kz) 6
u=ag h (kz) cos (at-k). (8)

c cosh (kh)

Comparison of (7) and (8) shows that for linear progressive waves maximum ventilation into the

bed occurs simultaneously with maximum horizontal orbital motion under the crest (onshore

orbital motion) and maximum ventilation out of the bed occurs simultaneously with maximum

offshore directed orbital motion. Because orbital velocities and ventilation are in phase, the ratio

Wb / U is a constant. At the fluid bed boundary (z =0), this ratio is

wb = K - tanh (kb). (9)
U V

Here v = pip is the kinematic viscosity. Inspection of (9) suggests the relative magnitudes of

wb and u. In particular, for common wave frequencies in the nearshore, atanh (kb) will be

assumed to be about 1. Darcys law is generally assumed valid where the grain Reynolds number,

Reg = wbD /V, is 0 (1) or less where D is the grain diameter. It is reasonable to make u=10 2

cm/s, then with v= .Olcm2/s, (9) gives wb = 104xK. Using this in the Reg limit gives

KDmax = 10- 6cm 3 . Krumbein and Monk [1942] have shown that the permeability in sands is

proportional to the square of the mean grain diameter. Explicitly,

K = 7.6x140D 2 e e (-.3I) (10)

where D is in cm and (;0 is the deviation measure in phi units. The result is permeability in cm2 .
41

[ . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .-- .. .. ^ . . . r '" • .. .
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Approximating this relation as K = 10-4D 2 the Re. limit is now Dmax 3 - 0- 2cm 3 . In order to

determine the largest value (9) could take, we shall let D = 10-1 cm 2 which when combined

with (10) and (9) tells us that Wb/U is O(10-3) or less. Notice that the above discussion indi-

cates that (1) will be valid for grain sizes on the order of mm and smaller. This is consistent with

the findings of Gu and Wang [19911 and others.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

Using the order of magnitude arguments mentioned above for K and v, it can be seen 6

from (1) that the vertical pressure gradient in the bed is expected to be 0 (103) times the ventila-

tion. It was therefore decided that ventilation in field conditions could best be determined from

measurements of the vertical pressure gradient in the bed. The procedure was to bury a differen- 0

tial pressure sensor in a sand bed with the pressure ports separated in the vertical direction (Fig-

ure 3). Such an arrangement results in a steady pressure differential equal to the hydrostatic head

between the two ports as well as a fluctuating component which is directly proportional to the 0

ventilation. Pressure gradients due to the slope of the wave are effectively filtered out as there is

no separation of the ports in the crosshore direction.

The experiment was performed on 20 and 21 August 1992 near the Scripps Institution of

Oceanography pier. A Setra model 228-1 differential pressure sensor with a port separation of 10

cm was buried in the sand bed. The top port was placed 6 cm below the sand water interface. A

Marsh-Mcbimey model 512 two component electromagnetic (em) current meter and a Setra

model 280 absolute pressure sensor were placed in the water column directly above the buried

sensor. Data was collected at 8 Hz over a two and one half hour run. Five runs were made span-

ning an entire tidal cycle with mean water depth ranging from 290 to 340 cm. The local

significant wave height ranged from 50 - 66 cm at a peak wave period of 6.5 s. Sand in the top of

the bed had a mean grain diameter of 180 microns with a 0 of 0.55. This gives a permeability

of 12 Darcys (lOx10-8 c m 2) using (10). Cores were taken at the instrument burial site during the
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experiment and were later subject to a hydrostatic head in order to determine the permeability by

direct measurement. This technique gave a permeability of 11 Darcys which is the value used in

this work.

Figure 4 shows a typical section of time series. The top trace represents sea surface

elevation as measured by the absolute pressure sensor, the middle trace is crosshore orbital

motion (u) 46 cm above the bed as measured by the em current meter and the bottom trace is ven-

tilation as calculated from the differential pressure sensor measurements. It is seen that ventila-

tion is present and behaves qualitatively as predicted by (7). In particular maximum ventilation

into the bed occurs under the crest of the wave concurrently with maximum onshore orbital

motion. Likewise maximum flow out of the bed occurs under the trough of the wave concurrently

with maximum offshore orbital motion. It can also be seen that the ratio of I wb/u I is 0(10-5 ).

If equation (7) is correct then it should be possible to use (5) to predict the ventilation at

a depth -Zb from knowledge of the pressure at a height above the bed equal to zp. The relation

would be •

SKK sinh [k (b -zb)]
Wb(Zb) =--k cosh(kzd)cosh(kb)P (zr). (11)

As the processes discussed are linear, it should be possible to construct the power spectrum for

wb from p using (11). The only parameters in (11) which are not fixed by either the wave fre-

quency or fluid properties are the bed permeability K and the bed thickness b. However as K is

used in our determination of Wb, the only previously unspecified parameter in this problem is b.

Figure ; -ivef th,• results of such a cý,stniction. The solid line in this figure is the spec-

tra of wb as calculated from the differential pressure sensor response. The dotted line is the

predicted spectra for wb as calculated from the absolute pressure spectra and a bed thickness of

250 cm. This thickness represents the minimum average sand bed thickness known to occur in

this area. It can be seen from the figure that using this depth results in a significant under

i . ... . . . .. .... .. . .. .
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prediction of ventilation. It was found that to best match the peak of the ventilation spectra, a bed

thickness of 580 cm was required. The predicted spectra using a bed thickness of 580 cm is

shown in the figure as the dashed line and it can be seen that (7) predicts the behavior of ventila-

tion at least over the energetic part of the spectrum. This thickness (580 cm) worked equally as 6

well for all five runs.

Knowledge of the local sediment cover indicates that 580 cm is an unrealistic estimate

of the sand bed thickness but consideration of the local beach stratigraphy may give an explana-

tion of where this value comes from. It is know that the sand in this bed overlies a cobble layer

about 50 cm thick (Figure 6). If we assume that the sand bed in this region was at its thickest

summer time configuration, a sand thickness of 350 cm is not unreasonable. Add 50 cm of cob-

ble and we have a permeable bed of 400 cm. This is still short of the required 580 cm but it is

suggested that this can be accounted for by considering that the permeability in the cobble layer

is much higher than that in the sand layer. The derivation of (7) assumed a homogeneous perme-

able bed of constant permeability K. It is proposed that 580 cm represents an effective bed thick-

ness be. That is that the two layer bed of sand and cobble "effectively" acts likes a homogeneous

sand bed of permeability K with a thickness of about 580 cm.

4. DISCUSSION

It has been shown that ventilation is present in permeable beds beneath waves and that

it's behavior can be well predicted by simple linear theory given that the local effective bed depth

is known. It would now be useful to examine what significance this holds for sediment transport

and other nearshore processes.

Conley and Inman [submitted] have shown that, similarly to steady flow, small boun-

dary normal velocities can strongly affect the bed stress and turbulent boundary layer characteris-

tics of an oscillating flow. They defined a ventilated oscillatory boundary layer as the boundary

ji
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layer arising from a purely sinusoidal bed parallel flow subject to a much smaller bed normal flow

which was also varying sinusoidally with the same period and phase as the larger flow. This is

just the situation suggested by (7). It was shown that the bed stress arising from such a flow when

integrated over a full cycle would result in a net bed stress in the direction of the flow during the

half cycle experiencing flow into the bed. This concept can be better understood by examining

the schematic of wave driven ventilation in Figure 7. Flow into the bed under the crest of the

wave leads to an enhancement of the bed stress while flow out of the bed leads to a reduction in

the bed stress. The effect of this enhancement and reduction averaged over one wave cycle is to •

produce a net bed stress in the direction of wave advance or an onshore directed net stress. Con-

ley and Inman [submitted] also demonstrated that the magnitude of the normalized net stress was

a function of w/u and that for small values of w/u (w/u!lO-3) this relationship could be •

approximated by the empirical linear relationship

=__ 420 (12)

< t l> U

where 't is bed stress, 't0 is the bed stress without ventilation, < > implies the time average over

one cycle and the subscript v indicates a ventilation related process. Notice that <,t>, is the net

bed stress. Using (9) and (12) we have 0

<,t>, = 420Ko tanh (kb)< IJto I > (13)
V

A kinematic discussion of sediment transport requires knowledge of the time history of 0

stress and velocity. This is clear when one considers that even the most basic sediment transport

models assume that transport is proportional to the product of velocity and stress. However from

a force balance point of view, net stresses are very important in nearshore processes. As dis- •

cussed earlier, the argument here states that in a situation where a sloping bed of sediment is con-

stantly agitated, a steady force must be exerted in the up-slope direction to counter balance the

down-slope force due to gravity. The net stress due to boundary ventilation is one possible 0
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source for just such a force.

Several other mechanisms have been proposed as sources for such a force and it is of 4

interest here to make a comparison of the importance of some of these mechanisms relative to the

boundary ventilation mechanism. The focus of this discussion will be on the two most com-

monly mentioned mechanisms; namely the net stress arising from velocity asymmetries in the •

nonlinear shoaling wave form [e.g. Grant, 1943; Inman and Bagnold, 1963] and the net stress

arising from a sinusoidal oscillatory flow which has a steady boundary current imposed on it as

would be predicted by bottom wind theory [Longuett-Higgins, 1953]. 6

In order to arrive at a net stress, a quadratic stress relation is assumed where the

coefficient of friction cf is assumed constant through out the entire cycle. This is represented as

Cj(t) c (t) I u (t) (14)

From this, the net bed stress is seen to be

<T> = u2dt- t u2dr (15)
T 2 lj-d ufj

where the period -tp<t<tr represents the portion of the wave period T over which velocity u is

positive.

To represent a shoaling gravity wave, we use the third order Stokes wave as expressed in

Koh and Le Mehaute [1966]. The wave orbital velocity at the bed is

a 3
u(t) = k E nsncos n(kx --at)] (16)

where s,, are constants determined from a, k and h and listed in Koh and Le Mehaute [19661. It

should be remembered that the ratio of Sn/s,,_ is 0 (E) where c = ak cr1. The technique used

2to determine tp was to set (16) equal to 0 and solve to order F_ . This gives
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1 4sinh kh I _ sinh3kh (17)
C 9F-2 2 3E

Substituting (16) into (15) results in

2+ 6
<T>s = pc g o0 (4tp-T)+4 I - sin (n Ytp) (18)

2 2T k n=l n}

= S2 +4s2+9s3

1 = 4Sl 2S+12s2s 3

42 = s I+6s IS3

where: ,3 = 4s 1 s 2

S=4s2 +6sIs 3

ý5 = 12s 2s 3

= 26
6 = 9S3•

Here tP is calculated as described above.

For the net bed stress due to bottom wind, we model the near bed velocity as

u (t) = UmCOS (kx--at) + <U >b. (19)

The first term on the right is the near bed velocity from linear wave theory (8) where

Urn = aoYlsinh(kh) is the maximum near bed orbital velocity. The second term, <u >b, is the 0

steady streaming velocity just outside the boundary layer, the "bottom wind" and is known to

consist of a Eularian and a Lagrangian component [Batchelor, 19851. As we are discussing a

force balance at a fixed point, the component of interest is the Eularian term which is •

(3/4)a 2kalsinh2 (kh). This result comes from calculations for a laminar boundary layer and

laboratory experiments indicate that the value for turbulent boundary layers is less. Bijker et al

[1974] report that <U >b for turbulent flows is about 0.4 times the prediction from laminar 0

theory. Therefore, for this work the value used will be

<U >b =0.3- a2 ky (0)

sinh2 (kh) •

S1
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The equation for net stress due to bottom wind can be derived using (20), (19) and (15) as well as

the fact that tr, = (I/a)cos- (-<u >b/um), giving

u2

VT>b =Cf [1j {f.+0.l18Cý2 sin t 03)i09 I.O9 2  ~ (1

where: r ak
IV sinh (kh).

The final calculation involves deriving an expression for the net stress due to ventilation.

Once again we assume a quadratic stress relationship as in (14) and near bed velocity as in (8).

Fvaluating the mean gross stress (< I To I >) term in (13), we obtain the expression

<t>, = 420 Ktanh (kb) 2-cfu 2 Y (22)
v 4-m

It is helpful to normalize (22) in order to separate the effects directly related to wave intensity and

those related to the ventilation process. This is &-omplished by normalizing by the peak stress

expected without ventilation Tmax. Inspection of (8) and (14) show that Tmax = cfpu2/2. The

normalized version of (22) becomes

= 420 -_aY tanh (kb) (23)
"Tmax 2v

As can be seen from (23) the net stress due ,n ventilation is approximately a linear function of

frequency and permeability.

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the net stress due to these three generating mechanisms .

as a function of grain size for a 60 cm high wave traveling in 300 cm d.eep water. The net stress

due to the ventilation is calculated from (23) and (10) directly while the net stress due to the

Stokes wave asymmetry and bottom wind are calculated from simi!arly normalized forns of (20)

and (21) respectively. Figure 8a shows the relative strengths of net stress mechanisms fLc wave

parameters similar to those present during the data run used to construct Figure 5. It is clear from

this figure that the effects of ventilation are strongly grain size dependent. For fine sand the net

0
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bed -tress due to the ventilation mechanism appears to be negligible relative to the other two

mechanisms. For medium tgrain sands around 500 microns, the net stress duc to each of the three

mechan'sms is significant and for coarse grain sands and pebbles 1 mm in diameter or greater, net

stress due to ventilation clearly dominates. The affect of increasing )eriod is shown in Figures 8b

and 8c. It is ,een that ventilation decreases for increasing period but is still a significant factor for

coarse grain sediments.

It is illuminating to consider what is happening when the grain size or wave frequency

are altered. Comparing (23) and (9), we see that changes in <t>, come from changes in w/u.

While linear theory indicates that changing the grain size (permeability) and frequency are the

only means to change w/u, any other process which increases this ratio will result in increased

importance of this phenomenon. One such mechanism could be the stressing of the sediment bed

by the wave orbital motion. The bed dilates as it is stressed by the orbital motion, and this dila-

:;on leads to increased pore size. This increased pore size results in increased permeability and

therefort increased ventilation. Maximum stressing of the bed occurs simultaneously with max-

iinum ventilation. Any experiment such as this one where permeability is measured indepen-

dently, would not detect this effect.

This limited study indicates that for fine sand the net stress due t,, venilation is less

significant than that due to bottom wind and wave form. However, this does not mean that the

affcclts of ventilation are negligible in crosshore transport. Conley and Inman [submitted] nave

shown that another of the effects of ventilation is a disruption in the development of turbulence in

the oscillatory boundary layer. Their results indicate that during suction (flow into the bed), tur-

bulence is drawn closer tc the bed and maintained in a compact layer near the bed. During injec-

tion (flow out of the bed) turbulence extends much higher into the fluid bui is pushed a% ay from

the bed so that the near bed turbulence levels are reduced. Clearly such a difference in the

development of turbulent characteristics of the boundary layer would be reflected in the sediment

mobilizing and transporting capabilities of the flow. Such a difference may be significant even
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for tine grained sands. It is also important to note that the results presented in Conley and lnman

[submitted] were for a smooth and rigid permeable bed. It is not clear how the separate

phenomena identified in this work would interact and reinforce each other in the presence of an

moveable bed. The observation of an asymmetry in the development of fluid-granular boundary

layers discussed in Conley and Inman 11992] occurred in fine grained sediments. It was shown

that this asymmetry was not due to asymmetries in fluid velocity or acceleration which suggests

that the combined effects of ventilation are indeed significant, even in fine grained sands.

The analysis in this paper of the relative importance of the net stresses due to wave

asymmetry, bottom wind and ventilation assumes that their affects are mutually independent of

each other. This assumption is questionable as all affects are mutually present in nature and may

well interact in ways which can not be predicted. As an example of a likely interaction, consider

that Longuet-Higgins [1958] points out that the bottom wind results from alternate boundary

layer thinning under the crest of the wave and thickening under the trough of the wave. The

phase between the vertical velocity associated with this thickening and thinning and the horizon- 0

tal velocity in the boundary layer gives rise to the bottom wind. Conley and Inman [submitted]

have shown that ventilation gives rise to a similar thinning and thickening under the crest and

trough respectively and it is likely that the two affects may be mutually reinforcing.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A field experiment designed to detect the presence of wave driven ventilation in perme-

able beds was performed. Wave driven ventilation was tested as a possible mechanism for the

maintenance of beach slope and this mechanism was compared against other mechanisms.

I. Utilizing Darcys law, ventilation which is driven by progressive surface gravity waves is

observed in the permeable beds underneath the fluid on which the waves propagate.

S....... ...................................... ... ..................... ........................................ -i • •0
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1. Progressive surface gravity wave driven ventilation in the permeable bed beneath the

fluid on which the waves propogate is observed through the utilization of Darcys law.

2. The magnitude of this flow is well predicted by linear theory given that the local effec-

tive bed thickness is known. The effective bed thickness is assumed to relate a homogeneous bed

of constant permeability to the the true local stratigraphy.

3. The net stress arising from ventilation is found to be an important phenomena for short 1

period waves and medium to coarse grain beds. This net stress can dominate the stresses arising

from velocity asymmetries in shoaling waves or steady streaming velocities in the bottom boun-

dary layer. 0
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Figure 1: Schematic showing a wave of amplitude a on a layer of fluid of depth h, 0
Fluid overlies a permeable bed of thickness b.
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of the wave.
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Figure 5: Solid line is ventilation spectra as calculated from differential pressure sen-
sor. Dotted and dashed lines represent ventilation spectra predicted from
(11). Dotted line assumes bed thickness of 250 cm and dashed assumes
thickness of 580 cm. Units are in (cm/s) 2 /cps.
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Figure 7: Schematic showing the effect of ventilation on oscillatory boundary layers.
Flow into the bed enhances bed stress while flow out of the bed decreases
bed stress. In an otherwise symmetrical oscillatory flow the result is a bed
stress asymmetry which leads to a net stress. The direction of this stress is
in the direction of the orbital velocities experiencing flow into the bed.
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Figure 8: Comparisons of net stress arising from various mechanisms as a function of
mean grain diameter. Solid line is net stress due to ventilation calculated
from (23). Dashed line is stress due to bottom wind (21) and the dotted line
is stress from a third order stokes wave (18). All values are normalized by
(pcfa 2a2 1[2sinh2(kh)]). 8a uses wave parameters representative of field
experiment while b. and c. show the effect of longer period waves.
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